Battle Basketball TURKEY-ment
Rules and Guidelines

Covid-19 Stage 2 Guidelines
1) ADMISSION- Each team is allowed 5 fans, 3 coaches, and 1 scorekeeper into each game along with all
players. Teams and fans should show up no earlier than 15 minutes before start time as no entrance will
be allowed until after proper sanitization in between games. In order to enter, everyone must be
properly wearing a face covering and have their tournament bracelet with them. Bracelets are pre-paid
($10 per) and must be collected at the site of the teams first game. Teams and fans must promptly exit
once the game has ended through the designated exit route as to allow for the start of sanitization.
2) MASKS- Face coverings are required to be properly worn (covering mouth and nose) at all time when
inside of the facility. The only exception made is for officials and players who are actively playing on the
court during warmup or normal game play, though players can wear masks while playing if they want.
No exceptions will be made. Failure to comply with the rules by players, coaches, or fans will result in an
automatic forfeit of the game. We retain the right to refuse anyone from coming into our facilities.
3) SAFETY- Sanitization stations with extra masks and hand sanitizer will be set up at every gym entrance as
well as scores table. Players should sanitize whenever entering or exiting the game. Prior to the start of
every new game, benches, scores table, gate table, sanitization table, and fan seating will be disinfected
by staff along with any other commonly touched surfaces. Most importantly- if you have had close
contact or are experiencing symptoms (temperature 100.4 or higher, cough, loss of taste or smell, etc)
please stay home and follow CDC guidelines.

Game Play Rules
1) First team listed is Home team. Home team scorekeeper is in charge of keeping book. Guest team
scorekeeper is in charger of running the score clock.
2) Guaranteed 5+ minute warmup
3) 2- 20 minute running-clock halves. Clock stops last two minutes of the 2nd half unless team is up by 10+.
4) 5 fouls per player
5) 3 timeouts per game. (1 additional for every overtime up to 3)
6) 3-minute halftime
7) Overtime situations are 1 minute.
8) No pressing with a 20+ point lead.
9) Remaining rules follow NFHS.
10) No handshakes between teams at the conclusion of the game.

